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government mechanisms 1  
•  Bigger-than-national forces 
•  Neo-liberal influences of WTO/ & EU via competition policy 
•  Prospects of TTIP 
•  Positive influence of Aarhus, some EU reforms  

•  (Janice Morphet expert on this) 

•  Positive remaining protections of workers, envir’t 

•  Strong central govt influence on London  
•   Infrastructure funding 
•   One size fits all policies: housing, social security 
•   Selective cuts in LG grants penalise poorest areas 
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government mechanisms 2  

•  Functional city region: government vacuum 
•  Greater London 
•  Crucial importance of mechanisms which by-pass democracy 

–  Growth of business influence during interregnum 1986-99 
–  London First etc; Honor Chapman; City Corporation; Jo Valentine 
–  Infrastructure Plan 2050 
–  London 2036 by LEP/London First / consultants 

•  (Somewhat) democratic mechanisms GLA 
–  Assembly so constrained, tho’ PR valuable 
–  London Plan – agenda / exclusion of strategic choices / 

 resourcing of subaltern voices 
–  Mayoral system the enemy of strategic choice. 

•  Boroughs 
–  ?? 

•  Neighbourhoods 
–  All to play for? 
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Governing mechanisms 3 

•  Role of ‘civil society’ organisations 
–  NGOs 
–  Community / resident / amenity groups 
–  Activists 

•  In setting the agenda / being consulted 
–  London Govt Act 1999 
–  Actual practice in Livingstone period, later 
–  What should we be proposing? 
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Popular versions of the Plan 

•  'In 1941 Lord Reith, who then was Minister..., asked the 
London County Council to prepare a plan and to work it out 
without paying overmuch respect to existing town planning 
law and all the other laws affecting building and industry 
but with a reasonable belief that if a good scheme was put 
forward it would provide reasons—indeed more than 
"reasons"— the impulse and determination to bring about 
whatever changes in law are needed to carry the plan into 
effect.’  The County of London Plan explained (1945)   
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